Greetings to all of our Spiritual Satanists,

So, before anything, I want to clarify that I direct this message to those who are truly Satanists and are capable of partaking in the Donations.

What I mean by truly Spiritual Satanists, is that I specify this to people who have an understanding of what we are, what we do here, what we want to achieve in the future, or they have semblance of experience for what this Divine path is.

Newer or older, it doesn't matter in the timeline. All that matters is what one has within.

The Joy of Satan gives and as you can see is constantly giving endless inner power to all of you, and will hold on for generations to come.

The Joy of Satan has to become so powerful that this will be the scariest form of power to the enemy, and the most helpful force for all Gentiles.

Our opponents we have are mega churches and the enemy who literally owns 99.9%^ of the wealth of the world, and recently crashed stock markets and ruined everything.

They stole from you who knows how many trillions based on Co-Vid, and they are continuing so everyday. Yet, as people shout with measly voices they cannot stop this.

But eventually the JoS and its power will be able to give justice for all of this and have a position where we can stand against them in a formal manner.

In regards to why I have not saved the planet personally "Because the Gods", I want to inform you that this is actually what we are all doing here. Most people have abandoned the Gods and therefore we have abandoned ourselves. We will work tirelessly to reverse that.

We have real opponents, and countering these on one's own is an impossible business. That is the biggest lie the jew has sold to you.

We are a team, we are not individuals. We are all a collective. Any individual is
as powerful as the sum of us, and vice versa.

FAQ:

1. Why hasn’t Trump saved the United States when we are here doing nothing? [This is a joke by the way, nobody cares about that]

That is a simple question that one can easily understand. Because this is not how it is done. Nations or the world cannot be saved by "one" person, we just all have to build up strongly around one fortress, i.e., the JoS, to succeed.

2. Why the JoS is asking for donations?

Because it should grow by the collective effort of its members while the members are growing by growing it.

3. Why is Cobra not yet a billionaire that will fund us all and give us all our personal unicorns rainbows?

Because I am not Jesus and the objective reality says that in order to reach a certain status in life one has to forfeit other status. I cannot leave the Clergy to fight in every domain at once, nor I am obligated to fight every domain because of lack of soldiers that is purposeful on every other domain.

Cobra happens to already be one of the most hated people on Earth right now, and since my moral and other compasses as Clergy allow me limited movement towards said goals, I would rather not engage in certain practices that would lead to certain outcomes.

Lastly, it must be kept in mind that Cobra has been one of the largest donors of JoS for about 10 years now. So Mr Cobra has nothing to gain from you.

I have taken inordinate and crazy risks of the likes seen in movies and have done so largely successfully, yet, with the enemy and a literal whole planet praying against you this sort of thing starts becoming a bit difficult or even threatening, but also the enemy preying on me constantly unfortunately has me on a constant edge.

One can do their own purpose, but others must do their own. And we have a collective purpose. If my purpose was solitary by myself, there would be no reason for anything to exist in the first place.

4. Why should we do this donating thing?
Because we are wolves and we must take the bread from the enemies mouth and put this on the service of the Gods.

Every donated dollar to the JoS is a holy dollar, and every dollar one takes from the enemy through intelligent and legal ways is a holiest dollar.

The issue must be taken really personally by all of us. We have been the victims of them collectively and this should reverse itself permanently.

Jews boast in their books about enslaving you and building THEIR empire in which YOU will be enslaved, with YOUR stolen wealth and money!

Literally in their book, and they rave it was done through stealing from us all Gentiles. Countless civilizations razed to the ground for them to "profit". We must FIX THIS!

There is also no reason why you should NOT do this. Only a jew would come up with reasons to not do that. All the reasons speak of why we SHOULD. You can write a thousand reasons and keep writing.

5. Is that so important?

Yes, it's the most important task in our whole life. You will be beating your head on a wall if the Joy of Satan does not exist and the enemy brings on the future they want to bring.

The alternate scenario is that our collective power stops this and brings us to a far better world with the Gods having massive power on this world.

6. Yes but we live in such a good world and I shouldn't donate to JoS.

If you think that you cannot sacrifice 1% of your monthly income or something like this, in a world where twitch streamers bend their ass for 2 seconds with their pants and make half a million dollars, then something is wrong with your perception.

Collectively, our perception as human beings is broken. We have taken it for granted that jews, for example, can liberally rob the planet for trillions per year, yet somehow, people will recoil on doing what is evidently beneficial for all of us.

Additionally, local Mega Churches or jewish organizations probably just yesterday did build a who knows how many tens and tens of millions worth of a Yeshiva, or
another little Christian cult has been built that will siphon on average about 50 million dollars from susceptible individuals.

But if that sits well with you and us existing nowhere, one has to ask themselves some serious realistic questions.

7. But I am so broke that I cannot donate!

The "So broke" is relative. If one's literal life depends on 10$, then it goes beyond question one should not donate.

The Christian church however robbed people mercilessly until they had no food. Father Satan's real and only Church which is the Joy of Satan, will make people stronger and richer in spirit and power, and not do these deplorable acts which are crimes.

DONATIONS ARE NOT TO TAKE FOOD FROM YOUR CHILDREN'S MOUTH!

BUT FOR US TO CONSTRUCT A WORLD WHERE WE WILL ALL HAVE POWER AND POWER TO PROGRESS.

10 plus years ago, when I was relating to the Gods my concerns about my position back then which was a total 99% impossible to go through financially.

They saw that fire in me and helped me to get out of the almost impossible to exit position of abject poverty. I have also proven myself in riches and in poverty, and yes, THERE ARE ALWAYS SOLUTIONS.

8. Donating will not help me though!

The Joy of Satan gives everyone inordinate help that is for free. One has to be a liar to say that the Joy of Satan has not helped them.

I have a loss to find anything in this world that helps a being evolve more than the Joy of Satan.

This evolution should spread outwards before it is too late for everyone.

Crazier things happen by the day, but in this climate of insanity there are also excellent opportunities for us all to grow and spread sanity, because people are thirsty for sanity now.

That is not doomsday prophecy, but if you have eyes you can see how
quintessential the spreading of this knowledge to the masses is now of all times.

9. But how will this evolve me?

I can write a book of a thousand pages on how many benefits you will gain, psychologically or otherwise, because you donate.

For one, you will be part of history in expanding something of extreme importance.

Secondly, the Gods do observe our actions and our inactions towards what is holy.

By the time they will have taken over the planet and they will hold 99.9\(^\text{\%}\) of the world on their hands, your "help" will be of lesser importance than it is now when our side is cornered. People who fight now on the height of the Kali Yuga are more important than those who will join last and only to kiss the feet of the Gods, after we have eliminated all the enemy systems.

Thirdly, this will teach you the value of sacrificing a little, so you and others can gain a lot. Personally, I have given every form of fortune I have and will equally do to all fortune I might get in the future, I will throw it all in this task and nowhere else. Although there is no amount of money that could ever replace a moment of attention of the Gods, this could at least help things to be where they want to be.

Fourth, is that this will HELP YOU GAIN MORE REVENUE. Yes, by putting it on a focus to do certain tasks and holding onto them, you will learn to moderate better on already existing wealth, or if your dreams are bigger, you will learn to generate more wealth for you and find creative ways to do something.

Contrary to popular belief, we have to set our MIND to a task that might look difficult to achieve, and allow our mind to find solutions, instead of saying that we "Can't".

10. Alright, I want to donate. But how should this happen?

Through Bitcoin, as it's available and ready to happen.

There is also the ability for a private donation, donating with other Crypto, just mail at the official donations e-mail and it can occur.

11. And what is this going to do?
I have a million tasks in mind and the plan to uplift the JoS to heights never seen before, and you are all included in this as one can see.

This will provide infrastructure for JoS which is the primary concern. We have just 40 websites going on now and even more works by SS must be safeguarded, all while promoting the power of our community.

We need barraging power to barrage the world with our message.

12. Yes, but how much should be reasonable to donate?

Generally, a non-forced, non compulsory, self-instated subscription by each person would be ideal.

One can scale the amount based on their needs and how much they make, and how much they care about this.

I know one thing about this, those who care about the Gods, get taken care back for. I know from experience.

13. Yes, but if I do not want to?

Then nobody is forcing you. The point here is for anyone to understand the goal on their own.

Those who do not want to help however should bear in mind that subverting the effort for others is indeed a below the belt hit, filled with evil. One must resolve any such tendencies internally, as these are spirits of poverty created and embedded by the Jews.

Trying to argue for the spirit of poverty and attacks on something growing is retarded. It will destroy you first and foremost, and then anyone who is falsely convinced by this. I do not need kikes here preaching to me the New Testament, I am a Satanist.

This is equal to beating your kids because they said they want to go to college, instead of providing for them or at least trying. How will this benefit your generations or yourself?

Nothing in this world grows otherwise. The world is as is. Focus on growth. If you do not see it now, then in the future I hope you might.
14. I am very rich and I want to donate!

Perfect, perfect. Ever flowing wealth will come your way so you can flow it in the proper direction.

15. "But I am a jew and I feel like doing backflips while having a seizure when I read this post by JoS." [This is a joke by the way]

WHY WE MUST PROVE THE JEWS WRONG.

That is normal, it's because you are a jew and you have ill begotten wealth that is siphoned from Gentiles from 20 centuries or so that have elevated your lies on supreme power merely by the power of the stolen shekel.

Naturally, being a robber and having founded an empire of lies, the thought of anything like the JoS growing angers you a lot.

This does not coincide with the New or the Old Testament, and goes against your curses that Gentiles and their temples should be besieged by lack of shekels, so it makes you mad because you are not benefiting from this.

Knowing the power of money additionally on top of this compared to the average "Goy" who you have instructed to want "Manna from heaven", scares you even more.

Belonging also to a race that makes an average net income of hundreds of thousands yearly, would make a jew flip out even if the Joy of Satan made 1/10th monthly of what a jew makes yearly.

That would naturally cause a flipout. The mere idea of Satanists showing a little solidarity like the jews do constantly, would make their heads flip out as they consider every "Goy" incapable of such tasks. Let's prove them otherwise.

Rothschild would flip over as he crashed the latest Crypto Market and Stock Market for 3+ trillions in profits, and his offspring would start writing nonsense on the board about how evil it is for JoS to ask for anything.

George Soros will take twists on his chair as he cannot believe how Goyim have woken up from the comatose situation because the 72 and 42 curses didn't work to destroy everyone yet again.

Jews really sweat when they see things like this, so as always they will jump on the guns with curses and flipping out on everyone and everything.
So about this:

**Middle finger to the jew, and donate what you would.**

**15. More questions?**

**POST BELOW!**
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**Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:**

[Taurus] wrote:

donated once a small amount successfully, tried a second time for a larger amount and was declined twice by bank. Solution?

1. Banks might be stopping crypto transactions. Try calling them and say you want this allowed. Explain that it is you doing the transactions and you want to transact freely and without impediment.

   a. Try another Bank
   b. Try another Crypto Merchant/Exchange

2. Do two half donations instead. That is if limits are the problem.

3. Try any of the other methods mentioned in the Donations FAQ.

Feel free to let us know in jos.donations@protonmail.com if we can otherwise help in this.

Other than this, thank you.

**Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:**

[HP. Hoodedcobra666] wrote:

Greetings to all of our Spiritual Satanists,
[Zombieboy] wrote:
So my donation still comes out of my credit card monthly, I know and understand how to use crypto so I can make the switch but if it’s acceptable I prefer to just keep it thru my credit card. Let me know- thnx

Non-crypto has been discontinued. Please cancel this and go to Crypto. Until we have a viable alternative with Paypal or another payment processor that will not harass us again, anything like this cannot happen. Thanks.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

[Apollonius666] wrote:
Since the bitcoin commission is high, I sent it from zec, I hope it’s okay

Thank you so much, it’s definitely OK. That will fund the next domain for 2 years.

[StoicAcorn666] wrote:
Is crypto the only way you are accepting donations or are you willing to in another way?

I’m feeling as if I can give enough right now to support one or two websites for a year but I am not too sure as to how much that would be. If it’s possible can you share how much that would be on here? or should I got through the donations email?

Soon I will be making more through my current job and eventually even more with some other things I am working on and would be honored to give more. I won’t ask but will state that I think you and other clergy/those working on expanding JoS should be getting paid to do that enough so that is your only focus if that is not a reality already.

Thank you for showing actual interest. You can message at cobra.army.666@protonmail.com or jos.donations@protonmail.com and we can find a way.

But Crypto is what this has to be, because of reasons of that 98% of all of our expenses for JoS are accepting and taking Crypto for the sites, infrastructure etc, not cash.